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Abstract: This research focused on the phonological deformation of “Asho” argot in Tigray. The objective of the research 

is to describe the phonological deformation of Asho argot from standard languages. To achieve this objective, the researcher 

used purposive method sampling to select the informants. And, elicitation, interview and participant observation method 

were used to collect the data. The data have been recorded by using an audio-taperecorder. Qualitative method is employed to 

analyze the collected data. The findings of this research are: “Asho” argot is derived from Tigrigna and Amharic words 

through form change (phonological deformation), such as addition, metathesis, reduplication, substitution, deletion, vowel 

deformation and degemination as well as free variation and depalatalization of sounds. The “Asho” argot uses the 

phonological structure of the Tigrigna syllables, consonant + vowel and consonant + vowel + consonant. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Sociolinguistics is the empirical study of language in 

relation to society. There are numbers of specialists who 

investigate some aspects of the interaction of language and 

society. They have been studying about how language 

relates to social categories of various kinds, such as social 

class, age, sex, gender, ethnicity, speech situation, social 

network (family members, friends, colleagues, customers, 

neighbors and other regular or occasional interlocutors) as 

well as social aspects in general [1],[2]. Therefore, to be a 

member of a certain language group, usually, there is an 

association between language and culture. Historical 

circumstance, social hierarchy, patterns of internal and 

external interaction and ideology help to determine the 

construction of ethno-linguistic identity more than the basis 

of structural linguistic parameters [3]. 

Throughout the world, people have invented secret 

languages and language games. They have been using these 

special languages as means of identifying with a special 

group, for fun or to prevent others from knowing what is 

being said [4]. 

Society is classified into different groups according to 

various social factors such as types of occupation, 

generation, economic status, kinship etc [5]. In Tigray, 

there is one societal group of minstrel called Azmari in 

Amharic or ʧaʧo in their secret language. [6]and [7] 

indicated that the word Azmari is derived from the 

Ethiopian Semitic word zmr means `“sing”, zəmərə “sang” 

and the noun form of this word is Azmari means “a person 

who sings a song”. According to [8], Azmari people had 

been also called ʧaməsgaʧʧ “a person who praises” 

because a long time ago Azmari people had praised for 

emperors or princes, their events and heroes. They have 

cultural music played by a traditional instrument called 

masink’o which is made from the hair of horse’s tail, goat’s 

skin and wood [9]. As [7] denoted, Azmari group of 

Amhara region particularly Debre-Markos have secret 

language (argot) which they use it to communicate with 

each other in the group. [10] defined argot as follows.  

A secret language…used by beggars and thieves in 

medieval France, more broadly, argot may refer to any 

specialized vocabulary or set of expressions…used by a 

particular group or class and not widely understood by 

mainstream society. 

This definition is related to the historical development of 

the secret language of the criminal people in France. 

However, secret language is not only used by criminal 

people but also non-criminal people use it in Ethiopia. [5] 

describes the Azmari argot of Gondar as follows:  
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Communication through a secret argot allows Enzata 

[Azmari group] to share a sense of community and 

exclusivity…. it helps as a means of exchanging 

information they do not want outsiders [Buga] to know. 

From the above quote, argot is not only spoken by 

criminal people but it is spoken by non-criminal people like 

Azmari group. The main objective of this article is to 

survey the phonological deformation of the Azmari argot of 

Tigrinya speakers who are found in Temben- Begashexa of 

Tigray region. The ʧaʧo people are found in the central 

zone of Tigray district of K’olatemben-Begashexa.  

1.2. Objective of the Research  

The general objective of the research is to analyze 

phonological deformation of the Azmari argot of Tigrigna 

speakers. This research has the following specific 

objectives.  

� To elicit azmari argot words; 

� To analyze the phonological disguising of the  

azmari argot words and  

� To show the origin of the azmari argot words. 

1.3. Significance of the Research  

This research may have different significances: such as it 

may serve as an important material to save the linguistic 

properties of the Asho argot, and it may help readers who 

want to know the historical linguistic features of asho 

(Azmari) secret language and people 

1.4. Research Methodology 

This research was conducted in district (woreda) 

Kolatemben kebelle Begashxa. The research area of the 

study is sub-district (kebelle) Begashexa found in the 

central zone of Tigray, southern part of the woreda 

Kollatemben. This research is studied Asho(Azmari) group. 

However, the actual number of the Azmari group in 

Begashexa is unknown due to lack statistical data that 

indicates the specific number of the group (source from 

statistical workers of Kolatemben kebelle districts).  

The researcher employed purposive method sampling to 

select informants. The purpose of the researcher was first, 

to collect reliable data from informants who have better 

knowledge then to collect data about the linguistic features 

of the argot. Totally, the researcher collected the data from 

five elders, five youngsters and four children, the researcher, 

however, was not concerned about the number among the 

three groups of informants intentionally.  

The processes of collecting the raw data were facilitated 

procedurally by the researcher himself  through elicited 

method was employed to easily understand the same 

isolated words (elicited words), phrases and sentences of 

the “Asho” argot initially. Participatory observations in line 

with elicited method and recording through audio-tape 

recorder were also employed. To analyze the collected data, 

the researcher mainly used descriptive (qualitative) 

approach to describe data about the linguistic properties. 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) has been used to 

transcribe the linguistic data. 

2. Data Analysis and Interpretation 

2.1. Phonological Deformation 

Phonological deformation means distortion of words 

form of Tigrigna, Amharic or other in order to create 

incomprehensible communication. Formation of the secret 

language is formed from a standard language through 

sound changes systematically or unconditionally. Thus, this 

may lead to language diversification. [11] supported this 

idea as “On the whole, linguists still seem to be confronted 

with the principle the diversification of language is due to 

the systematic and destructive effects of sound change … 

and the breakdown in communications between isolated 

groups.”  The Asho argot uses different phonological 

deformations such as addition, reduplication, reduplication 

with addition, substitution, metathesis and deletion from 

Tigrigna and Amharic words. 

2.1.1. Addition of Speech Sounds 

According to [12], “words can be augmented by addition 

of an external element”. These additions of the external 

elements may be single or group of speech sounds. For 

instance, /r/ is added in several words of the Asho argot. It 

can be added in monosyllabic, bisyllabic, trisyllabic words 

or more and in different positions of the words. When /r/ is 

added to the word of the language, it shows two properties. 

First, there are enormous Asho argot words, when /r/ is 

added to the words; there is no change of other consonants 

or vowels of the words. Second, when /r/ is added to the 

words, some consonants or vowels of the words will be 

changed into other consonants or vowels. 

In the following data, /r/ is added without changing any 

other consonants. When /r/ is added to the word, the 

number of syllables of the words does not increase. Rather, 

the light forms of syllable of the words whose initial part of 

the word CV
1
 becomes heavy form of syllable of the words 

CVC
2
.  

Table 1. The Asho words added /r/ 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

wədəx’ə wərdix’u3 he failed  down     

dəfəʧə   dərfiʧu  he pushed              

gəzəʧə gərziʧa  she bought            

xəfətə   xərfitu           he opened              

s’əbəbə s’ərbibu        it came narrow       

fətəћə        fərtiћna we divorced/untied 

Bəzəħə bərziħu it became much 

t’əfəʧə         t’ərfəʧə           it is disappeared 

t’əx’əmə t’ərx’ami      Important 

As mentioned in the above data, the first and fourth 

                                                             

 
1
 CV is consonant vowel pattern. 

2
 CVC is also consonant vowel consonant pattern. 

3
 wərdix’u also means it became cheaper in price. 
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columns indicate the words of the standard language 

(Tigrigna). The Asho argot column is the derived words of 

the Asho argot from the standard language Tigrigna and in 

the gloss column the meanings of the words of the standard 

languages as well as the Asho argot is given. All the above 

words of the Asho argot are formed from Tigrigna by 

adding /r/ sound. From the above data, we can observe that 

the number of syllables of words does not change in the 

Asho argot. Rather the initial light form of the syllable- 

/CV-/ becomes heavy form of syllable-/CVC-/. Besides, /r/ 

is inserted into the empty coda of the first syllable of the 

words. 

/r/ is also added into Amharic words. For example, /r/ is 

added to Amharic words in the derivation of the Asho argot 

words as: 

Table 2. The Asho words added /r/ 

Amharic Asho argot gloss 

wəddədə wərdidu he liked 

t’əbbək’ə t’ərbix’u he kept 

dəkkəmə dərkimu4 he got tired 

Based on the above data, we can deduce that the Asho 

argot words are also formed from Amharic words by 

degemination the geminated consonants of the words 

because all the above Amharic words are geminated, but 

when they came to Asho argot, they are changed into 

degemination words. /r/ is also added with some systematic 

changes of consonants of the words of the languages. From 

these changes, while /r/ is added to words whose 

consonants consist of alveolar, fricative and ejective speech 

sound /s’/, /s’/ becomes /t’/. The numbers of syllable of the 

words in the Asho argot are similar with the Tigrigna words. 

But the light form /CV/ of the initial syllable of the words 

is changed to heavy form /CVC/ of syllables as we have 

seen listed below.  

Table 3. The Asho words added /r/ and changed /s’/ sound to /t’/ sound. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

wəs’əʧə wərt’iʧu he got out 

ʧas’əwə ʧart’iwu he closed 

s’ənəħə t’ərniħa she waited 

bəs’əħə bərt’iħu it was arrived 

From the above examples, we can deduce that when /r/ is 

added to the words whose consonants consist of /s’/, then 

/s’/ becomes /t’/. It is known that /s’/ and /t’/ have a 

common feature of ejective manner. Hence, the change is 

only manner of articulation from fricative to stop.  

There is dissimilation process in words of the Asho argot 

which have /r/ consonant. Dissimilation is taken as the loss 

of a certain feature specification which is triggered by the 

presence of the identical feature in the environment [13].  

                                                             

 
4
 dərkəmə also means very thinnest flour 

Table 4. The Asho words added /r/, and the dissimilated /r/ to /t’/ 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

nəbərə nərbəťə it was 

ћafərə ћarfənə he is ashamed of 

As we can see from the above data, when /r/ is inserted 

into the words, the position of /r/ consonant of the word is 

dissimilated into /ť/ or /n/ speech sounds, and /r/ is added in 

the coda of the first syllable. For instance, the Asho argot 

word, nərbəťə “it was” is derived from Tigrigna nəbərə that 

the consonant /r/ is substituted by /t’/ and the addition of /r/ 

is inserted in the coda of the first syllable of the word. The 

Asho argot word ћarfənə “he is ashamed of” is also formed 

from Tigrigna ћafərə where the consonant /r/ is replaced by 

/n/ and the addition of /r/ is placed in the coda of the first 

syllable of the words. We can also understand that the CV 

structure in the word initial turns into CVC structure 

because of the addition of the /r/ to the coda of the CV of 

the word initial. 

/r/ can also added with other types of additional speech 

sounds to the words. For instance, gərbitu “he got in” taken 

from Amharic word  gəbba by adding /t/ and /r/ speech 

sounds as well as degemination of /bb/ to /b/. And gəbba 

Amharic structure is restructured to Tigrigna structure 

gərbitu. təbəraʧisu “he fought” is also derived from 

Tigrigna təbaʧasə by adding /ə/ and /r/ speech sound. 

Moreover, /r/ is also inserted within geminated words and 

with addition of /ʧ/ used as epenthetic vowel in the 

Amharic words as the in following: 

Table 5. The Asho words added /r/ and changed /s’/ sound to /t’/ sound. 

Amharic Asho argot gloss 

səddəbə sərʧddəbə he  insulted 

səddədə sərʧddədə he sent away 

wəddədə wərʧddədə he liked/loved 

təfəʧʧə təfərʧʧʧəʧʧʧʧə it was finished 

From the above examples, we can understand that /r/ is 

inserted before geminated consonants of Amharic words. 

/ʧ/ is also used as epenthetic vowel because Asho argot 

does not allow consonant clusters as Tigrigna language. 

When /r/ is added into geminated words, the numbers of the 

consonants of the words syllable increase. For instance, 

səddəbə is changed to sərʧddəbə from CVCCVCV to 

CVCVCCVCV.  

In other instances, velar, stop and voiced speech sound 

/g/ is also used in the formation of the Asho argot words by 

adding it to Tigrigna words as the following examples. 

Table 6. The Asho words added /g/ sound. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

wələdə wəlgida she gave birth 

mələsə məlgisu he answered 

wəsədə wəsgidu he brought 

dələјə dəlgiјu he wanted 

mələʧə məlgiʧu he filled 

fələħə fəlgiħu it is boiled 
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As it has been indicated in the above table, /g/ is added 

to CV of the second syllable of the word and the consonant 

of the onset of the second syllable of the words become 

coda of the first syllable of the words. And their first 

syllable changes from CV- to CVC- due to the addition of 

/g/. For instance, CVCVCV syllable structure of Tigrigna 

word wələdə becomes CVCCVCV syllable structure of the 

Asho argot word wəlgida, and the second onset syllable of 

the word /l/ becomes the first coda syllable of the word. It 

should be noted that some of these verbs have Ethiopic 

Semitic roots. Moreover, /g/ is added after /l/ and /s/ sounds 

that are alveolar sounds as the above data. 

When /g/ is added to words whose consonants include 

/s’/, /s’/ becomes /t’/. But the syllable structure of the words 

is similar with the above examples. These include t’əlgiʧu 

“he disliked” is formed from s’ələʧə, and bəlgit’u “he 

becomes better” is derived from bələs’ə. These terms are 

derived from Tigrigna words. We can derive the following 

rule from these examples.  

/m/ is also added to the Asho argot words taken from 

Tigrigna and Amharic words. These include tʧlʧmbo 

“linseed” formed from Amharic təlba through substitution 

of the vowel /a/ by /o/ and addition of /m/, and x’urumbʧt 
“leather, skin” is derived from Tigrigna term x’orbət 

through addition of /m/ and vowels change. From this data, 

we can estimate that /m/ sound was /n/ sound but later /n/ 

sound became /m/ sound because of the influence of the 

bilabial sound /b/. 

The addition of /n/ is also inserted into different Tigrigna 

words to form vocabularies of Asho argot. The addition of 

/n/ in Asho argot verb is common as shown below:  

Table 7. The Asho words added /n/, 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

ћarəsə ћarnisu he ploughed 

dərəx'ə dərnix'u it became solid 

fərəħə fərniħu he feared 

The above examples of Asho argot words are verbs 

derived from Tigrigna trisyllabic words. When /n/ is added, 

there is no change of vowels and consonants. But the nature 

of the initial syllables of the words becomes CVC from CV, 

and then the initial consonant (onset) of the second syllable 

of the words comes back to the coda of the initial syllable 

of the words. For instance, the CVCCVCV syllable 

structure of the Asho argot word ћarnisu is derived from 

CVCVCV syllable structure of Tigrigna word ћarəsə.  

/n/ is also inserted into the Asho argot terms along with 

to additional changes such as fənziјu “farted” is derived 

from Tigrigna fəsəјə through voicing /s/ to /z/. The change 

from voiceless to voiced speech sound (s→ z/) is displayed 

probably because of the addition of voiced /n/. Moreover, 

the Asho argot word dərnəgə “made” is derived from 

Amharic ʧadərəgə with deletion of /ʧa/ syllable and 

addition of /n/ by restructuring to Tigrigna. /n/ is also added 

in dʧngussʧna
5

 “small millet” formed from Tigrigna 

daguʧʧa by consisting of the double /n/ and substituting the 

initial syllable /a/ by /ʧ/. In this word, /ʧ/ is changed to /s/ 

that means the change is from palatal to alveolar place of 

articulation may be because of assimilation of palatal /ʧ/ 
with alveolar /n/ to alveolar /s/ in case of Tigrigna. The /n/ 

is also added to noun bərnəxa “desert” which is formed 

from Tigrigna bərəxa. 

Another addition of sound  like is /t’/ as in ћalfət’ə 

“passed” taken from Tigrigna ћaləfə, and /t/ as in təngi
6
 

“tomorrow” which is formed from Amharic and some 

dialects of Tigrigna nəga through the addition of /i/ and 

movement of /ə/. 

We have almost seen the addition of voice consonants 

such as /r/, /g/, /m/ and /n/, and rarely ejective and voiceless 

consonants such as /t’/ and /t/ respectively. In general, we 

can conclude that adding consonants are easy to pronounce 

and to make disguise speech than vowels [12], [14]. 

Still now, we have seen the addition of individual sounds. 

But, the addition of a syllable or group of sounds is also 

exhibited in the Asho argot terms derived from Tigrigna 

words. For example, x’urmuz “sweet, delicious” is derived 

from Tigrigna mʧʧuz by deleting /ʧʧ/ and adding /x’u/. in 

addition to this, ћʧmʧlto “vegetable” is formed from 

Tigrigna ћamli by adding /-to/ syllable and substituting /a/ 

by /ʧ/, and deleting /i/ vowel. dʧrim “place, country” is 

derived from Tigrigna word rim “one’s share (land)” by 

adding /dʧ/ syllable. 

In the formation of the Asho argot words, one or more 

than one phonological deformation may happen. To clarify 

this point, the addition and metathesis are very important in 

the formation of Asho argot words. The subject pronouns of 

the Asho argot are derived from Tigrigna subject pronouns 

through metathesis of /ns/ to /sn/ and addition of /k/ 

consonant as revealed in the following examples: 

Table 8. The Asho words added /k/ and reordered /sn/ 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

nʧsxa sʧnkʧxa you(SgM) 

nʧsxi sʧnkʧxi you(SgF) 

nʧsən sʧnkən they(F) 

nʧsu sʧnku he 

nʧsxum sʧnkʧxum you(Pl) 

nʧsom sʧnkom they(M/N) 

nʧsa sʧnka she 

As it has been shown in the above data, sʧnkʧxa “you 

(SgM)” is taken from Tigrigna nʧsxa “you (SgM)” through 

metathesis of /nʧs/ to / sʧn/ and addition of /k/. /ʧ/ is 

inserted sound of the consonant clusters of the Asho argot 

and Tigrigna. And sʧnka “she” is also formed from the 

Tigrigna word nʧsa “she” by reordering /ns/ to /sn/ and 

adding /k/ sound. The pronouns “we” and “I” are 

represented by nʧћna and ʧanə in Tigrigna differently from 

                                                             

 
5
 Millet may also be termed dʧnguʧʧʧguʧ  from ʧaʧo children conversation 

6
 təng means tomorrow in Azmari argot of Amharic speakers[6]. 
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the Asho argot pronouns sʧnkʧna “we” and sʧnkəј “I”. 

Therefore, the Asho argot word sʧnkʧna “we” seems that 

formed from Tigrigna 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 subject pronouns Tigrigna 

stem /nʧs/ by generalizing it as the stem of the all subject 

pronouns, and addition of /k/  as well as 1
st
 person plural 

marker /-na/.  Similarly, sʧnkəј
7

 “I” is taken from 

Tigrigna 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 subject pronouns stem /nʧs/ by 

generalizing the stem as it is stem of all subject pronouns 

and addition of /k/ and /əj/ first pronoun marker.  

The other types of metathesis and addition are included 

in the Asho argot terms like the Asho argot word wəlʧit’u 

“he passed the day” is derived from Tigrigna word wəʧilu 

through metathesis of /ʧl/ consonants to /lʧ/ consonants and 

addition of /t’/ speech sound. In addition to this, x’ʧrumbʧʧ 
“chickpea” is formed from Tigrigna word ʧʧmbʧra by 

moving the initial consonant /ʧ/ to the final position of the 

word and the final consonant /r/ of the word to initial 

position of the word, and addition of /x’ʧ/ syllable to the 

beginning of the word.  

2.1.2. Reduplication 

“Reduplication is a process which copies all or part of 

the phonological representation of a stem” (Spencer, 

2007:4). Reduplication is a common process in languages. 

Argot also has reduplication process in its formation. The 

Asho argot consists of partial reduplication, change of 

vowels and addition of new speech sounds the follows: 

Table 9. The Asho words added /k/ and reordered /sn/ 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

ʧəbəna ʧʧbʧnbʧn coffee pot 

kʧrʧstʧnna kʧrʧstʧntʧn baptism 

kətəma kʧtʧmtʧm town 

hʧdʧmo hʧdʧmdʧm 
Traditional house of 

Tigray 

Therefore, we can understand from the above data, the 

final syllable CV(C)CV of the Tigrigna words is 

reduplicated to CVCCVC and the vowels of the words 

became /ʧ/. For instance, ʧʧbʧnbʧn “coffee pot” is formed 

from ʧəbəna by repeating the final syllables /bəna/ to 

/bʧnbʧn/ and vowel changes, and the final vowels of the 

words are deleted. In addition to this, CVC of the word 

final is copied to /CVCCVC/ of the word final in the Asho 

argot as the following: 

Table 10. The Asho words reduplicated. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

ћamat ћʧmʧtmʧt Mother- in- law 

maћbər mʧћbʧrbʧr religious ceremony 

guʧʧʧ guʧʧʧʧʧʧ type of ‘tella’ in igray 

səjt’an sijt’ʧnt’ʧn devil, Satan 

As it is stated in the above data, the final syllable /CVC/ 

of the Tigrigna words became /CVCCVC/. For example, 

ћʧmʧtmʧt “mother-in-law” derived from ћamat by 

                                                             

 
7
 sʧnk

j
e means “I” in the Azmari argot of the Amharic speakers [6]. 

reduplicating the final syllable /mat/ to /mʧtmʧt/. And 

sijt’ʧnt’ʧn “devil, Satan” taken from səjt’an by repeating 

the final syllable /t’an/ to /t’ʧnt’ʧn/.  

Reduplication and addition are used together in the 

formation of the Asho argot. Partial and complete 

reduplication and addition of consonants such as /n/ and 

rarely /m/ as well as some substitution or changes of 

vowels are included in the Asho argot as stated below: 

Table 11. The Asho words with reduplicated and added. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

kwada kudunkud water container 

ʧ’ʧwa ʧ'ʧwʧnʧ’ʧw urbane, or a person who is not slave” 

guʧ guʧʧnguʧ green pepper 

rʧgʧo rʧngʧʧgʧʧ yoghurt 

kuta kutʧnkut toga(white cotton  loose garment) 

dʧk’wa dʧx’undux’ type of t’əlla 

In the above data, the reduplication and addition 

simultaneously work together. The consonants of the 

Tigrigna words are reduplicated completely and /n/ is added 

to the final part of the words. For instance, ʧ'ʧwʧnʧ’ʧw 

“urbane” is taken from Tigrigna and Amharic word ʧ’ʧwa 

by copied it to ʧ'ʧwʧ’ʧw and addition of /n/ to word final 

ʧ’ʧwa. 

The Asho argot also includes reduplicated words from 

Amharic words like what it takes from Tigrigna words. For 

instance, t’ʧnk’urk’ur “black” and sʧrʧnsʧr “job” formed 

from Amharic words t’ʧk’ur and sʧra by reduplicating 

/k’ur/ to /k’urk’ur/ and sʧra to sʧrʧnsʧr, and adding /n/. 

2.1.3. Substitution  

2.1.3.1. One to One Syllable Substitution 

There is a one to one syllable substitution in the Asho 

argot to the words of the standard languages. Leslau 

(1964b:59) notes that some substituted consonants are in 

phonetic relation to the original consonant in m
wʧjət argot. 

In relation to this, in Asho argot especially, one syllable 

whose consonant is coronal consonants such as /l/, /t/, /t’/ 

and labial /m/ and central vowel /ə/ are substituting the 

syllable whose consonant is dorsal speech sounds such as 

/k’/, /k/, and /ʧ/ and back vowels /o/ and /u/ like the 

following: 

Table 12. The Asho words syllable substitution. 

Tigrigna          Asho argot       gloss   sound changed 

ʧukwi  t’əkwi        bad, wicked ʧu →t’ə/-##8 

k’oјmu ləјmu stood up   k’o→ lə/ -##   

koјnu təјnu become, happened ko→tə/-## 

From the above data, substitution of initial syllable is 

included in the Asho argot word t’ək
w
i
9
 “wicked, evil” 

formed from Tigrigna ʧuk
w
i “evil, wicked” by replacing 

/ʧu/ by /t’ə/ syllable. /ʧ/ is not coronal. Rather, it is nearest 

                                                             

 
8
 -## shows that the change happens before the word.  

9
 irk

w
i means “foot” in Kemantney [15]. 
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to dorsal sounds. As the above rules and data indicates, the 

dorsal consonants are changed to the coronal or labial 

consonants, and the back vowels are changed to mid 

vowels. The other type of substitution of one to one syllable 

of initial part of the Amharic and Tigrigna words is taken 

place systematically or rule governed as: 

Table 13. The Asho words one to one syllable substitution. 

Amh./Tig. Asho argot gloss sound changed 

tʧnnʧʧ məniʧ10 small tʧ→mə/ -## 

moʧʧ ləʧʧi foolish mo→lə/-## 

ћʧmbəʧʧa labiʧʧa flat bread ћʧm→la/-## 

ʧamarʧʧa ʧamarkwa Amharic ʧʧ→kw/## -11 

wʧћa waʧʧo water ћʧ→ʧʧo/## - 

gʧrʧm gʧrtʧ good tʧ ʧm//## - 

From the above data, there are substitutions of phonemes 

of the word initial by other sounds. For instance, the Asho 

argot word məniʧ “small” and ləʧʧi “foolish” are taken 

from Amharic words tʧnnʧʧ and moʧʧ through substitution 

of /tʧ/ by /mə/ as well as /mo/ by /lə/ respectively. labiʧʧa 

“flat bread” is derived from Tigrigna ћʧmbəʧʧa or from 

Amharic ʧambəʧʧa by replacing /ћʧm/ or /ʧam/ by /la/ 

syllable and vowels substitutions. In ʧaʧo secret language, 

there is not only the substitution of initial syllables but 

substitution of final syllable like ʧamark
w
a “Amharic” 

formed from Amharic word ʧamarʧʧa by substituting /ʧʧa/ 

by /k
w
a/ syllable. And waʧʧo “water” formed from 

Amharic wʧћa by substituting of /hʧ/ by /ʧʧo/ (cf 

Leslau,1952), and gʧrtʧ 12
 “good” also formed from 

Tigrigna term gʧrʧm “good” by substituting /ʧm/ by /tʧ/. 
The other type of speech sounds substitution are ʧamuʧ’13

 

“salt” is probably formed from ʧamole “a type of salt 

which has square structure (bar salt)” by substituting /ole/ 

by /uʧ’/ speech sounds. Substitution of mid consonant of 

the word is included in the Asho argot like x’aziju “he left 

or remained” derived from Tigrigna x’əriju “he left” by 

substituting /r/ by /z/ and /a/ by /ə/. And x’
w
ax’ədə “he 

imprisoned” formed from Tigrigna x’əјədə through 

substitution of /j/ by / x’/ and /ə/ by /a/ and bi-articulating 

/x’/ to /x’
w
/. 

2.1.3.2. Two to Two Syllables Substitution 

In Asho argot, the words are derived by substituting the 

syllables of the Tigrigna words. Then the similarity 

between Tigrigna words and Asho argot terms is very 

distant because the Asho argot and Tigrigna terms have few 

similar phonemes. Therefore, the possibilities of the 

formation of the Asho argot words are very doubtful 

because of their dual deformation as it has been mentioned 

in the sub-section “simple and complex form of the argot”.  

                                                             

 
10

 mənis means “small” in the Azmari argot of Amharic. 
11

 ##- shows that the change happens after the word. 
12

 ga:ri: means “good” in Oromo [16].  
13ʧamuʧ’ may come from Maʧ’uʧ’o “type of bush whose test is sour” through 

/ʧ’o/ syllable substitution by /ʧ/ sound, metathesis of /ʧa/ and metaphoric 

expression. 

Table 14. The Asho words two to two syllables substitution. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss 

bəliʧu baʧiјu he ate 

bəxiju wəʧʧiju14 he cried 

x’əttilu x’əʧʧiwu he  killed 

səməʧə sənkəʧə he  heard 

As it is shown in the above data, baʧiјu “he ate” might 

be taken from Tigrigna word bəliʧu. From the above words, 

baʧʧə “eat” “drink” is found in Azmari argot of Amharic 

speakers (Leslau, 1952:105).  

2.1.3.3. Substitution of Individual Sounds  

Substitution of sounds like /g/, /z/, /k/, /s/ by /l/, /w/ and 

/t/ respectively is displayed in the Asho argot. From the 

examples given below ləbəјa and lənfo are formed from 

Amharic words but others are from Tigrigna, Geez or 

Semitic words. 

Table 15. Substitution of Individual Sounds of asho words. 

Tig./Amh. Asho argot gloss 

gəwəz ləwəz15 youngster, strong 

gənzəb lənzəb money, animal 

gənfo lənfo porridge(of wheat) 

gəmbo ləmbo clay pot 

gəbəјa ləbəјa market 

As mentioned in the above, the /g/ sound is substituted 

by /l/ on the initial syllable of the words, but the vowels are 

not changed. Similarly, the Asho argot used substitution of 

/z/ and /s/ by /w/ as well as /k/ by /t/ as stated below: 

Table 16. Substitution of Individual Sounds of asho words. 

Tig./Amh. Asho argot gloss 

kullu tullu all 

səfər wəfər residential 

zəffənə wəffinu16 he sang 

səkkərə wəkkiru he intoxicated 

From the above data, /s/ and /z/ which are fricative and 

alveolar sounds have been changed by glide and bilabial 

sound /w/ as in wəffinu “he sang” is derived from the 

Amharic word zəffənə, and wəkkiru “he intoxicated” 

formed from Amharic word səkkərə. wəfər “residential” is 

also formed from Tigrigna and Amharic word səfər  

through substitution of /s/ by /w/.  tullu “all” is derived 

from Tigrigna kullu by replacing /k/ by  /t/. As we have 

seen in the literature review, the tullu “all” and wəkkərə 

“get drunk” are found in the Azmari argot of Amharic 

speakers.  

The Asho argot also has substitution of sounds in 

different position of the following words. 

                                                             

 
14

 Tigrigna word waj bələ “said woe” may be a base of wəʧəjə “cried”. 
15

 ləwət “youngster, strong is thought as complex form of ləwəz in this argot. 
16

 wəffəna “singing” is noun form of wəffənə “he sings” in the Asho argot. 
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Table 17. Substitution of Individual Sounds of asho words. 

Tig./Amh. Asho argot gloss sound changed 

x’ələjə ʧəliju he roasted x’→ʧ/-## 

x’olo ʧolo roast x’→ʧ/-## 

ʧ’əwəta ləwəta playing ʧ→l/-## 

hwala tala later hw →t/-## 

kəʧalə ʧʧʧilu he could do k→ʧ/-## 

ʧasʧr waʧir ten w →ʧ/-## 

From the above data, substitution is made between /x’/ 

and /ʧ/ in ʧolo “roast” or ʧəliju “he roasted” from Tigrigna 

words x’olo or x’əliju respectively.  There are replacement 

of /ʧ’/ by /l/ as in ləwəta “playing” which is derived from 

the Tigrigna and Amharic word ʧ’əwəta/. Substitution of 

/h
w
/ by /t/ is practiced in tala “later” from Amharic h

w
ala. 

Moreover, /w/ and /ʧ/ are also replaced each other in the 

Asho argot waʧir “ten” from Amharic ʧasʧr by palatalizing 

/s/ to /ʧ/, or deleting /tə/ from ʧasərtə Tigrigna as well as 

there is replacement of /k/ by /ʧ/ in ʧʧʧilu “he could do” 

that taken from Tigrigna kəʧalə. 

2.1.4. Substitution and Metathesis 

Substitution and addition are two different phonological 

processes. Substitution is the replacement of sounds of the 

standard language words to create unintelligible words in 

the argot. In addition to substitution, the transposition of the 

substituted sounds or others is also a basic tool to deform 

the words of the standard language in the creation of the 

secret language. Substitution and metathesis process are 

taking place in Asho argot simultaneously as the following: 

Table 18. Substitution and metathesis of asho words. 

Tigrigna Asho argot gloss sound changed 

zəbət’t’ə zət’t’iwu he hit 
bt’t’→t’t’b/## and b→w/word 

medial 

wəssadi ləwwasi thief d→-##/##- and  d→l/##- 

gəza məga house gz→zg/##- and z→m/##- 

mʧns’af wʧs’fa carpet af→fa/##- and mʧn→wʧ/-## 

ʧ’oma ʧabʧ’a meat 
ma→ʧab/-## and a→o/word 

medial 

Based on the above data, zət’t’iwu “he hit” is formed 

from Tigrigna zəbət’t’ə by reordering /bt’t’/ to /t’t’b/ and 

replacing /b/ by /w/. məga “house” is probably taken from 

gəza Tigrigna term by reordering /gz/ to /zg/ and replaced 

/z/ by /m/. ləwwasi “thief” is also formed from Tigrigna 

wəssadi “a person who takes something” by reordering /d/ 

from final part of the word to initial part of the word and 

substituting /d/ by /l/. Furthermore, wʧs’fa “carpet, mat” is 

derived from Tigrigna mʧns’af by substitution of /mʧn/ by 

/wʧ/ and reordering /af/ to /fa/. ʧabʧ’a “meat” also is taken 

from Tigrigna word ʧ’oma “fat (meat)” by reordering 

/ʧ’oma/ to /maʧ’o/ and substituting /ma/ by /ʧab/, and /a/ 

by /o/.  

The other possibility of substitution and metathesis is 

that tələbbinu “he received” is derived from təx’əbbilu 

through substitution of /x’/ by /n/ and reordering of /l/ from 

the final consonant of the word to second consonant and /n/ 

from second consonant to final position of /l/. ləngi “very 

large pitcher used in making beer” is also formed from 

Tigrigna word gənʧi by reordering /gn/ becomes to /ng/, 

substitution of /ʧ/ by /l/ and then /l/ moved to the  initial 

position of the word. There could be a possibility to take it 

from the Amharic word gan through metathesis of /gn/ to 

/ng/, addition of /l/ and vowel change.  

2.1.5. Substitution and Addition 

Substitution and addition mean that there is substitution 

between or among sounds as well as addition of extra 

sounds to the standard language words to construct argot 

words. The ʧaʧo (Azmari) argot of the Tigrigna speakers 

has the following replacement and addition of sounds: 

Table 19. Substitution and Addition of asho words. 

Amh/Tig. Asho argot gloss sound changed 

bərgəd 

bələ 
təbərgəjə he woke up Ø→tə/-## and d →jə/##- 

təgənaʧʧə təgənaʧʧəјə 
he met, 

greeted 

Ø →јə/##- and ʧʧ→ʧʧ/ 
word medial 

As the above data elaborates, substitution takes place 

with addition such as təbərgəjə
17

 “woke up” probably from 

the Tigrigna phrasal verb bərgəd bələ “becomes stand up” 

or bərgəg bələ “becomes wake up” by changing the phrasal 

verb to non-phrasal verb, addition of /tə/ syllable and 

substitution of /d/ by /јə/. And təgənaʧʧəјə “he met, 

greeted” is derived from the Amharic word təgənaʧʧə by 

replacing /ʧʧ/ by /ʧʧ/ and by adding extra syllable of /јə/. 

2.1.6. Substitution and Deletion 

Deletion is the removing of the sounds from the words of 

the standard languages (Tigrigna, Amharic) to form the 

secret language words. Deletion and substitution processes 

may come together in one word of the argot. In the Asho 

argot, substitution and deletion are used to deform the 

Tigrigna and Amharic words as stated in the following 

examples: 

Table 20. Substitution and deletion of asho words. 

Tigrigna 
Asho 

argot 
gloss sound changed 

kʧltə gitti two l→t/-t and k→g/-## 

s’əggəbə t’obbənə 
he was 

full 

g → Ø/word medial and 

Ø→nə/##- 

hʧruf ruʧ selfish hʧ → Ø/-## and f→ʧ/##- 

taћtəwaj tatʧmmʧʧ 
lower, 

under 

ћ → Ø /word medial and waј→ 

mmiʧ/##- 

laʧləwaј lalʧmmʧʧ upper 
ʧ→ Ø/ word medial and waј→ 

mmʧʧ/##- 

As mentioned in the above data, gitti “two” is formed 

from Tigrigna word kʧltə through deletion of /l/ or 

assimilation of /l/ to /t/ completely and then gemination of 

/t/, substitution of /k/ by /g/ and change of vowels. t’obbənə 

can be derived from Tigrigna s’əggəbə by changing /g/ to 

zero, substitution of /s’/ by /t’/ and addition of /n/. t’obbənə 

“he was full, he was satiated” probably is also formed from 

                                                             

 
17

 təbərəgga means “get up” in the Azmari argot  of Amharic speakers[6] 
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Amharic t’əggəbə by using deletion of /g/ and then its  

gemination feature is replaced by /b/ and addition of /nə/ 

syllable. Similarly, ruʧ “selfish” is possible to be formed 

from Tigrigna word hʧruf through /hʧ/ becoming zero and 

replacing /f/ by /ʧ/. Moreover, lalʧmmʧʧ “upper” is derived 

from Tigrigna laʧləwaј by /ʧ/ becomes zero, and /waј/ 

becomes /mmʧʧ/, and relatively, tatʧmmʧʧ “lower, under” 

may be formed from Tigrigna taћtəwaj by deleting /ћ/ and 

substituting /waj/ by /mmʧʧ/.  

In addition to this, deletion of consonant and addition of 

vowel exists in asho argot. For example,  səmo “sorghum” 

is formed from Tigrigna word sʧgəm by shortening /g/, and 

replacing /ʧ/ by /o/. The Asho argot word dəngob “stone” is 

also formed from Tigrigna word dəngola “stone” by 

removing /a/ final syllable of the word and substituting /l/ 

by /b/ or dingaј “stone” is possible by dropping /j/ 

consonant and changing of vowels of the word. 

Deletion and substitution have also taken place in 

compound words of the Asho argot such as tatinka “what 

did you happen” derived from Tigrigna phrase ʧʧntaj 

kojnka “what happen to you?” through deletion of /ʧʧn/ 

and /j/, and substitution of /k/ by /t/. And kʧndʧmʧnki “how 

many” is formed from Tigrigna kʧndʧmʧntaj “how many” 

through deletion of /j/ and substitution of /ta/ by /ki/ 

syllable. Moreover, substitution and change of vowel exists 

in the Asho argot like bʧʧ’ʧl “mule” from Tigrigna bəx’li 

by replacing /x’/ by /ʧ’/ and deletion of /i/ vowel and 

replacement of /ə/ by /ʧ/.  

2.1.7. Deletion 

Deletion is the removing of sounds from word. It may be 

at the beginning, end or medial part of the word. In the Asho 

argot, deletion of syllable is occurred while deforming 

Tigrigna words. The deletion process can take place by 

deleting the initial, medial or final syllable of the word. For 

example, ћatto “sediment in beer or alcohol” is derived from 

Tigrigna ћatəla through gemination of /t/, shortening of /la/ at 

word final and replacing the second syllable /ə/ of the word 

by /o/ vowel.  

In addition to deletion of syllable at word final, the 

removing of initial syllable of Tigrigna words has also taken 

place in the formation of the argot. For instance, the Asho 

argot word t’ʧffi “full” is formed from Tigrigna word 

ʧʧs’ʧffi “double” by deleting the initial syllable /ʧʧ/, 
replacing fricative /s’/ by the stop /t’/ as well as relating 

meaning of size between “double” and “full”. t’ʧffi “full”  

may also be taken from Tigrigna word ћʧlʧffi “extra” 

through the deletion of /ћʧ/ syllable at word initial and 

substitution of /l/ by /t’/.  

Furthermore, in relation to the deletion of sounds at word 

medial, t’ax’iru
18

 “he knew” is formed from t’ənk’
w
ərə 

“knew (lit. pressed)” in Tigrigna by shortening /n/ and 

becoming fricative sound /x’/ from the non-fricative sound 

                                                             

 
18

 t’ax’ari means magician and t’ax’ari zʧrna “a person who knows zar” in 

Asho argot. 

/k’
w
/. 

2.1.8. Deletion and Addition 

These two processes can take places simultaneously in 

the Asho argot. For instance, k’urunk’ur “steel” is derived 

from Tigrigna word k’ork’oro by adding /n/, removing /o/ 

final vowel and substituting /u/ by /o/. In addition to this, 

the words of the Asho argot are derived from Tigrigna 

words through addition and deletion of consonant or vowel 

together. For instance, the Asho argot word wʧʧ’ʧttʧmma
19

 

“pan” is formed from Tigrigna wʧnʧ’ʧћti “ type of pan” 

through deletion of  /n/ , /ћ/, addition of /-mma/ and some 

vowel changes.  

2.1.9. Vowel Deformation and Degemination 

In the Asho argot, vowel change is important in creating 

disguise speech as ħaјmo “physically well matured girl or 

young girl” is derived from Tigrigna term ħaјјam by 

degeminating /јј/ to /ј/, reordering /a/ from central syllable 

/јam/ to the final syllable /jma/ and substituting /a/ by /o/ at 

word final position. 

3. Conclusion 

In this article, the researcher analyzed the phonological 

deformation systems of the Asho/azmari argot. Based on 

the discussions made so far, the researcher came up with 

the following conclusions. The words of the Asho argot are 

formed from Tigrigna and Amharic words through form 

change.  In the phonological deformation processes, the 

Asho argot uses the addition of the individual speech 

sounds like voiced consonants: /r/, /g/, /m/, /n/, and ejective 

and voiceless consonants: /t’/ and /t/ rarely into Tigrigna 

and Amharic words. The addition of cluster of speech 

sounds or syllables are also included in some words of the 

Asho argot. The transposition and addition of the speech 

sounds of Tigrigna and Amharic words are one way of 

phonological deformation of the Asho argot. In addition to 

this, the Asho argot words are derived through 

reduplication of consonants of the words, and 

reduplications and addition of speech sounds like /n/ 

usually and /mə-/ rarely to the reduplicated words. 

Substitution of one to one, two to two syllables and 

individual speech sounds in the Tigrigna and Amharic 

words are important in the derivation of the Asho argot 

words. Substitution of individual or group of speech sounds 

also come in line with metathesis, addition and deletion 

processes to construct the Asho argot words from Tigrigna 

words. Moreover, the Asho argot uses deletion, deletion 

and addition, vowel deformation and degemination of the 

speech sounds of Tigrigna and Amharic words. 
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